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ឰ઼̚ᚶᜈ֕ྤώཌྷྮ!
!!!!!!!!ᅙҖ̂̚රડय!
ර̂ጯ઼̚གྷᑻࡁտ͕̚ᓑેЇ!!ࡧয়̱ 1
д༊݈Бགྷᑻഴి̚ࠎᇴிк۞၁ᅫٕΞਕ۞צच۰̚Ď
̚౫̂۞˘࣎Ξਕಶߏ઼̚۞གྷᑻԼࢭฟٸซ˞ĄҘ͞
ܛᏉ፟ၹ۞જᎿܫღᒺĎϒд΄ధк઼̚ˠኳႷБሹ͔ˢᙷ
Ҭ۞ྤώཌྷሀёߏӎځംĄᄃѩТॡĎБੜ၆઼̚γШݭ
གྷᑻ۞ᇆᜩ˵д߆ࡗט˯ڼΔִĎΞਕࢫҲ၆̂˥ᔮٹଯซԼ
ࢭ۞ᎸĄனдଂޝк͞ࢬֽᄲĎ઼̚ౌдңΝңଂ۞ࢦࢋᙯ
ᐝĄ
̫֞ࠎͤĎ઼̚˘ۡߏଯҖξಞགྷᑻԼࢭ۞јΑቑּĄԼࢭ
ឰ઼݈ٙ̚Ϗѣгܲ˞ 30 ѐ 9Ʀͽ˯۞၁ᅫѐ GDP ᆧܜதĎˠ
Ӯќˢᆧ˞ܜȈࢺĎˬᆆˠ௲ళĄ઼̚Լࢭ݈۞ޢ።ΫࠎҋϤξ
ಞགྷᑻវטдᛖٸ౹ຽሤଐ౹ౄੑಱ۞ሕ˧͞ࢬ೩ֻ˞Ϡજᔿ
߿۞९ּĄ̙࿅ְֱ˘۞ܕІ˵ᇷᜨ˘࿅̚۞˘ֱ႒
ᅩĄགྷᑻֶֶޘᏥٺ˾Ď̙҃ߏ઼̰ঐĎለ࡚གྷᑻ۞ٸ
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ቤጱᇴ˼छ̍ᇄᙯౕĎ΄ј˼˯༱۞̍ˠεΝ˞̍үĄ
Пᐍ̝дٺĎΔִϒдଂܕഇ઼̰γ۞ְІ̚ӛפᄱ۞
གྷរିĄܕѐֽԼࢭࠁᛏ˞ޝкѨጼԝĎҭдጯఙᅳા۞ጼ
ݒϏυтѩĄனдֽк۞ՙඉ۰Ҭͼ̙ᙸซ˘ՎଯҖགྷᑻ
ԼࢭĄ༊݈۞БܛᏉП፟ឰͅ၆ҋϤξಞ۞አܝֽĄ̚
઼۞˘ֱጯ۰ฟ͕гކჍĎ઼࡚ࠎࢵ۞ҋϤξಞྤώཌྷ̏གྷฟ
ؕౝˢརĄֱԲෞ۰БܛᏉП፟ᕩЯٺҋϤٸЇந۞ه
εୀĎ˵ڦຍ˞זҘ͞߆ع၆ۢЩܛᏉ፟ၹ۞઼ѣ̼Ą
ᇹ۞ۋኢΞਕֽᚑࢦ۞߆ඉڍޢĄధкˠͽϫ݈ঔγ۞
ܛᏉજᎿࠎϤĎᄮࠎᑕྍซ˘Վќღ઼छ۞ଠט၆གྷᑻ۞Ⴞ
გĄϔཌྷϔოཌྷ۞ଐჰႣ઼˞זछՙඉ࿅̚Ďଂ҃
၆ӛ͔ঔγۡତԸྤĎ͍γྤќᔉ઼̚ЋຽயϠ˞ֽ̂۞
ٯᛈଐჰĄ઼̚Ћຽᔘࢬᓜ઼̰၆Ըྤঔγซ˘ՎࢨטĎಶზ
̙ߏۡତ༰ͤ۞ྖĎΔִቅ˵ߏņ̙ခᐽŇ၆Ҙ͞ܛᏉ፟ၹ۞
۵ᝋԸྤĄซ˘Վ၁ҖξಞҋϤ̼۞າᓝନ̏གྷԆБઃ႖˞Ą
၆Լࢭฟޥٸຐ۞ࢦາෞᆊֽܧ૱̙ߏॡ࣏Ąጐგ઼̚д
ೀȈѐ྆˞פ̂۞јΑĎҭι̪՟ѣԆјШҋϤξಞགྷᑻ
۞࿅ഭĄڱޠڱఢͽ̈́၆Β߁ྺϔд̰۞̳ϔռѣੑய۞᜕̪ܲ
ઇ̙ૉĄ઼̰གྷᑻ۞̂ొ̶ᅳા̪ࢋࠎ઼छۡତೠଠĄ߆ع
ᚑᆖࠤҌᕝҖ۞̒ጱགྷᑻ൴Ϡ˞ځព۞ԮѡĎ၆ᆊ
ڵᆊ۞ଠטಶߏځព۞ּ̄Ą઼̚۞ܛᏉξಞ̪̙ૉ൴྿Ď
ड़தҲ˭Ąྤώีϫ۞ౕދˠϔ။ី߿ّ̙֖ጱ˞ֽ̂
۞ٽεᏊĎͽᜁ઼̰ࠗঐࠎᆊܳซ˞˾ĄޙϲஉᄏੜЃ
ܛďεຽܲᐍᗁᒚܲᐍ۞Б઼ۤົܲᅪវր۞εୀĎග઼̚۞
ۤົඕၹౄј˞ֽ̂۞ᑅ˧Ą
ٙѣֱԼࢭ၆઼̚གྷᑻ۞ܜഇᜈᆧౌܜ၆ߏҌᙯࢦࢋ
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۞Ą̙࿅Ďϫ݈۞БܛᏉП፟જອ˞઼̚၆Ҙ͞ҋϤξಞវր
۞͕ܫĄࣃ៙ካ۞ߏĎ઼̚੫၆БП፟֝ిᄂ˞ו፬ନ߉Ď
ͽྋՙ༊݈۞གྷᑻયᗟĄҭҋП፟ͽֽĎ઼̚ᅳጱᆸ၆ 30 ѐֽ̂
ᒔјΑ۞གྷᑻԼࢭฟٸྮ۞ᘃႷҬͼᆧΐ˞Ą
т઼̚ڍ၆༊݈۞П፟ͅᑕ࿅ޘĎБࢬઃͤυࢋ۞ԼࢭĎ
Ξਕߏְ̙۞ضĄጐგҋϤξಞវրΞਕົؠഇ൴ϠܛᏉП፟Ď
ҭ઼̚ҋ֗۞གྷរ̏གྷពϯĎӈܮᇹĎЧ઼̪ਕଂξಞ̼Լࢭ
ᏉˢБξಞវր̚ᒔৈĄ˘ѨܛᏉП፟Ďӈֹߏညϫ݈ᇹ
ᚑࢦ۞П፟Ď˵̙ົຫचҋϤξಞགྷᑻវטд౹ౄܜഇᓄၷˠ
ᙷซՎ͞ࢬ۞ΑᒻĄ
઼̚ҋ̎дࢬ၆̙ӀγొЯ৵ॡଯҖѩᙷԼࢭ۞።Ϋ˵ᙋځ
˞ᕇĄ༊ዒ̈π 1978 ѐୁજགྷᑻԼࢭॡĎҘ͞གྷᑻវ̪ౝˢ႖
ණ̚ᙱͽҋ٥Ą઼̚ᅳጱᆸд 1997 ѐֲ߷ܛᏉП፟ॡ֭ϏજອĎ
̪િؠгેҖԼࢭฟ۞ٸซĄд 2000 ѐ̢ᓑშڰڽෘ 2001
ѐ઼࡚ౝˢੜޢĎ઼̚ГѨᏴፄ˞ΐԣԼࢭฟٸĎΐˢ͵ࠧ
ٽᖐĞWorld Trade Organizationğֹ࣎ซ྿˞זपĄ
ЯѩĎ઼̚ᑕྍᔖҺᄱϫ݈БܛᏉПֽ፟۞ିĄឰ
ॡᛗࣆᖼ̙ኢߏ၆͵ࠧᔘߏ၆઼̚ҋ֗҃֏ౌߏ˘࣎ೌᆐّ۞
ᄱĄ઼̚ҋԓ୕ਕૉдБགྷᑻܛᏉវր̚൴೭ֽ̂۞
ᅳጱүϡĄҭүࠎБ̼۞̂צৈ۰Ďт઼̚ڍពϯ၆ҋϤ
ξಞགྷᑻវր۞͕ܫĎ֭ᚶᜈ˧ٺξಞҋϤ̼Ď઼̚Ξͽጴ
ᖣҋ֗۞གྷ።Հѣड़г൴೭ᅳጱүϡĄ
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Keep China on the Capitalist Road
Reforms must continue despite global turmoil
FRED HU 2
Of the many actual and possible victims of the current global
slowdown, one of the most troubling could turn out to be China's process of
economic opening and reform. Turmoil at Western financial institutions
and the credit crunch are causing many in China to question the wisdom of
importing wholesale a similar capitalist model. Meantime, the effects of a
global recession on China's export-dependent economy are straining
Beijing politically and might diminish interest in tough reforms. Now is a
critical moment for China in more ways than one.
Up to now, China has been the poster child for market-oriented
economic reform success. Reform has led to an unbroken 30-year record of
9% or greater annual real GDP growth, a 10-fold increase in average per
capita income, and the lifting of 300 million people out of abject poverty.
China's pre-reform and post-reform history offers a vivid and compelling
case study in the capacity of the free-market economic system to unleash
entrepreneurial energy and the potential for wealth creation. Yet recent
events are exposing some of the cracks in this effort. The economy remains
highly dependent on exports instead of domestic consumption, and a
slowdown in the U.S. and Europe has caused thousands of factories to
close, putting thousands of workers out of jobs.
The danger is that Beijing is extracting the wrong lesson from recent
events at home and abroad. Reformers have won many battles in recent
years, but not quite the intellectual war yet. Now a growing number of
policy makers seem wary of further economic reforms. Emboldened by the
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current global financial crisis, anti-free-market critics have grown
increasingly boisterous. Some pundits in China have gleefully declared the
beginning of the decline of U.S.-led free market capitalism. These critics
attribute the global financial crisis mainly to the failure of laissez-faire
philosophies, and note Western governments' nationalization of
well-known financial institutions.
This debate could have serious policy consequences. Many point to
the current financial turbulence abroad to justify further tightening state
control and regulation of the economy. Nationalist and populist sentiments
have crept into the national policy-making process, with growing backlash
against inward foreign direct investment, especially acquisitions by foreign
companies of Chinese businesses. Chinese companies also face rising
domestic hurdles for investing abroad, with Beijing "discouraging," if not
outright banning, equity investments in Western financial institutions. New
initiatives of further market liberalization have been completely frozen.
This re-evaluation of the idea of reform couldn't come at a worse time.
While China has achieved tremendous success in recent decades, its
transition to a free-market economy remains incomplete. Rule of law and
protection of property rights, including those of peasants, remain
inadequate. Vast swathes of the economy continue to be directly owned
and controlled by the state. Heavy-handed and often arbitrary government
interventions have caused massive distortion in the economy, as shown in
the case of price controls for electricity and fuels. China's financial markets
are still underdeveloped and inefficient. A closed capital account and
insufficiently flexible yuan have contributed to widening trade imbalances
skewed toward exports at the expense of domestic consumption. The
failure to create a nationwide social safety net comprising old age pensions,
unemployment insurance and health insurance has imposed growing strain
on China's social fabric.
All of these reforms are absolutely critical to sustain China's long-term
economic growth. The ongoing global financial crisis has however shaken
China's faith in the Western free-market system. China deserves credit in
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responding to the global crisis by swift stimulus actions to tackle
immediate economic problems, but since the crisis the Chinese leadership
seems to have increasing doubts about continuing the path of economic
opening and reforms that China has successfully embraced for three
decades.
If China overreacts to the current crisis by stopping altogether
necessary reforms, it would be most unfortunate. While the free-market
system is prone to periodic financial crises, China's own experience has
shown that, regardless, countries can gain from undertaking
market-oriented reforms and integration into the global market system. A
single financial crisis, even with the severity of the present one, does not
discredit the free-market economic system in delivering long-term
prosperity and human progress.
China's own history of pushing such reforms in the face of
unfavorable external factors shows the way. When Deng Xiaoping
launched economic reforms in 1978, the Western economies were still
mired in stagflation. Chinese leadership did not blink in the face of the
Asian crisis of 1997 and stayed steadfastly on the course of market reforms.
After the meltdown of the dot-com bubble in 2000 and the 2001 U.S.
recession, China again chose to accelerate reforms and opening up,
culminating in its accession to the World Trade Organization.
China should, therefore, avoid misreading the lessons from the present
global crisis. Turning the clock back would be a tragic mistake for the
world as well as for China's own sake. China naturally aspires to play a
greater leadership role in the global economy and financial system. But as
the biggest beneficiary of globalization, China can lead most effectively by
her own example if the country shows confidence in the free-market
economic system and commits to continued market liberalization.
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